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collusion with common knowledge
om the Cournot-Nash game. Next
from the Cournot - Nash game are
common knowledge information.
1'0 firms {l , 2} that produce a ho
era ted by the marginal cost func
s trivial information and its cost
: all wEn. Firm 2 has complet.e
= c2 q~. We assume that C2 is dis
2 information about the Cournot.
the inverse demand function is
irm 1 has trivial informat.ion, its
all states, while firm 's 2 produc
ization of the random variable C2.

1 IS

22.5122

Id q2(W)

= 1.5 + C2(W)

~ournot- Nash game are 174.747.
le common knowledge information
oust be constant across all states.

and such that members of 5 are better off by announcing b whenever a
has actually occurred. Formally, q E LQ is said to be coalitional incentive
compatible for C if it is not true that there exist coalition 5, and states a, b
with 8 a E ni~s Ei(b), such that 9 7ri(qS(b), ql\S(b)) > 7ri(qS(a), ql\S (b)), for
a,ll i E 5, that is, each firm in coalition 5 is strictly better off announcing
that state b occurred rather than the true state a and firms not in 5 are
unable to distinguish between state a and b.

It turns out that a Cournot-Nash equilibrium is incentive compatibie.
Also a collusion equilibrium under the common knowledge information rule
is coalitional incentive compatible. However, a collusion equilibrium under
the pooled information rute and under the private information rule may
not be coalitional incentive compatible.
P roposition 7.1: A Cournot-Nash equilibrium for C
i = :1, ... , n} is incentive compatible.

= {(Qil 7ri, Fi, (1) :

Proof: Since we are dealing with a non-cooperative concept it is appropri
ate to reduce the coalition 5 to the singleton coalition, i.e., 5 = {i}. Then,
-i denotes all the firms but i. Suppose that q* E LQ is a Cournot-Nash
equilibrium and there exist a, b, where a E E-i (b), such that
7ri(q~(b),

q:'i(b)) > 7ri(qi(a), q:'i(b)).

First, since q:'.i is F_i-measurable, it is implied that q:'i(a)
for aU W E Ei(a) n E_i(a) and t E Ei(b) n E_i (a),

= q:'Jb). Thus,

, for all wEn.
7ri(q~(t) ,

)6.25. 0

q:'i(t)) > 7ri (q:; (w), q:'i(w)) ,

Now consider the following production plan for firm i,

atibility

ask is whether the different equi
~ coalitional incentive compatible.
as an incentive to misreport the
Ibers. This is an important ques
lum. If a collusion equilibrium is
n it is not sustainable. We define
1 incentive compatibility which is
)4).

1 E LQ is said to be coalitional

lowing does not hold: There exist
a, b that members of 1 \5 cannot
) partition for the firms in I \ 5)

qi(W)

= {

qi(w) = qi(t)
qi (w)

if wE E;(a) n E _i(a)
otherwise.

It follows that

J

7ri(qi(w) , q:'i(w))d(1 >

J

7ri(qi (w),q:'i(w))d(1 .

This contradicts the fact that q* is a Nash equilibrium. 0

Proposition 7.2: A COll1lsion equilibrium under- the pr-ivate information
rule fOT C = {(Qi, 7ri, Fi, f.l) : i = 1, ... , n} may not be coalitional incentive
compatible.
"Ei(b), iH the event. il,l finus' information part.ition that Lontains the realized st.ate b.
9 qS

illld ql \ S are V0.ct.ors of out.puts for firms in cOA.lition S A.lld 1 \ S respect.ively.

